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B.Tech. [V Semester (Main) Examination, June/July - 2015

Electrical Engineering

4EE6A Advance Engg. Mathematics-II

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 26

Instructions to Candidates :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
.lcany equal murks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever nece,\sary.

, Any data ltou feel missing suitably be assumed and stoted clearly. (tnits o.f
' quantiries used/calculated must be stoted clcarll.

Unit - I
1. a) The observed values ofa function are respectively 168,120,72 and 63 at the.

four positions 3,7,9 and 10 of the independent variable. What is the value of
(6)?

b) Solve the system

27x+6y-z=85
6x +l5y +22 =72
x+ y+542 - 110

Using Gauss-seidel method

OR
I . a) Use Stirling's formula to find u, ,, given that

(8)

(8)

(8)

789
11 10 9 (8)

lContd....

un:3010 ,

u,.:1860,
u.n= I 83 5

ur:2710,
urn:1560 ,

u,o:2285 ,

u,,:i510,

b) Fit a second degree parabola to the following data taking X as independent
variable

X: I 2 3

Y: 2 6 '1

4E 4176 t20ts
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Unit-Il
2. a) Find the first derivative of f(x) at x:0.4 from the follor'ving table

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

(x) 1.10517 1.22140 1.34986 1.49182 (8)

b) Using Euler's rnodified method, obtain a solution of the equation

dv r-rv = - *l,lvl= f( Y,"v) with initial condition y:1 at x:0 for the range 0 < -r ( 0.4

in steps of 0.2 (8)

OR

t, dt
2. a) using Simpson's "l/3" rule, show that Jr*r: - log.2=0'69315 (8)

b) Solve the equat ion ff = * * t with initial condition y(0)-l by Runge-kutta

fourth order method, from x:0 to x-0.2 with h=0.1 (8)

Unit - III
3. a) State and prove orthogonal propefiy of Bessel's function (8)

b) For Legendre's function prove:

np,,(x)=(2n-1)x{,(;r)-(ir-l)P,,(x) (8)

OR

3. a) State and prove orthogonal property oflegendre's function (8)

b.) For Bessel's function, prove

s
i1*"t,1,11= x''J,,,,(x);n2o (8)
clx

Unit - IV
4. a) A man is known to speak truth 3 out of 4 times. He throws a die and

reports that it is a six. Find the probability that it is actually a six (8)

b) Thirteen cards are drawn simultaneously from a pack of52 cards. Iface

. count 1, face cards, l0 and others according to their denomination. find the

expectation ofthe total score in 13 cards (8)

4E 41',16 (2)
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a) Suppose 300 misprints are distributed randomly throughout a book of500
pages. find the probability that a given page contains

i) exactly 2 misprints

iD 2 or more misprints (8)

b) In a normal distribution, 3 1 % of the iterns are under 45 and' 8%o are over 64

find mean and standard deviation ofthe distribution. given that if

f tzt = -6= Je 
2 dx , rhen l(0.5 ) :0. I 9. f( L411=6.4,

\ zlt o

(8)

Unit-V
5. a) Calculate correlation coefficient using rank correlation method for following

data (8)

'75 s0 64

68 45 81

b) Find the Z-transform of {a" sinhn?};n>0

OR

5. a) Find the two lines ofregression for date given below

(8)

64

70

64

58

80 75

60 68

40 55

48 50

n =18,

lr'-OO

lr=12,
LY'=se

Iv=ts,
!-ti, = 43

b) Find 7',ld+rl)by partial fraction method

(8)

(8)

4E 4776 (3)


